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On path energy of graphs
MATCH Communications in Mathematical and in Computer Chemistry, in press.

Comparing Laplacian energy and Kirchhoff index
MATCH Communications in Mathematical and in Computer Chemistry, in press.
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International Journal of Applied Graph Theory, in press.

Harmonic index and its generalizations: Extremal results and bounds
MATCH Communications in Mathematical and in Computer Chemistry, in press.
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New upper and lower bounds for some degree-based graph invariants
Kragujevac Journal of Mathematics, in press.
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Note on irregular graphs

Average degree-eccentricity energy of graphs
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From the connectivity index to various Randić-type descriptors
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Relations between total irregularity and non-self-centrality of graphs
Applied Mathematics and Computation, in press.
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Degree–based energies of graphs
Linear Algebra and Its Applications 554 (2018) 185–204.
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Discrete Applied Mathematics, in press.
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Laplacian sum-eccentricity energy of a graph
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Sum of powers of the degrees of graphs: Extremal results and bounds
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MATCH Communications in Mathematical and in Computer Chemistry 80 (2018) 415–421.

Seidel signless Laplacian energy of graphs
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Beyond the Zagreb indices

Hyper–Wiener and Wiener polarity indices of silicate and oxide frameworks
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International Journal of Applied Graph Theory 1(2) (2017) 74–82.

Inverse problem for sigma index
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Relations between ordinary and multiplicative degree–based topological indices
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Computational prediction of therapeutic peptides based on graph index
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On harmonic index of trees
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Total π-electron and HOMO energy
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Further results on the largest matching root of unicyclic graphs
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On energy of line graphs
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MATCH Communications in Mathematical and in Computer Chemistry 76 (2016) 615–633.
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Three–center Harary index and its applications
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A comparative study of isomers of bicalicene
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Total π-electron energy of conjugated molecules with non-bonding molecular orbitals

Resolvent Estrada index of cycles and paths
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Dependence of graph energy on nullity. A case study  
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On atom–bond connectivity molecular structure descriptors  
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Stability of bicalicene isomers – a topological study  
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On Wiener and multiplicative Wiener indices of graphs  

A kernel–based clustering method for gene selection with gene expression data  
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Matching energy  
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Resolvent energy  
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Resolvent energy of graphs 
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Edge-decomposition of topological indices 
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MATCH Communications in Mathematical and in Computer Chemistry 75 (2016) 
267–278.
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On an old/new degree-based topological index 
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Comparison between Laplacian-energy-like invariant and Kirchhoff index 

On second Zagreb index and coindex of some derived graphs 
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Zagreb indices of generalized transformation graphs and their complements 

Resolvent Estrada index – computational and mathematical studies 
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Upper bound on Randić energy of some graphs 
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Multicenter Wiener indices and their applications 
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On Zagreb indices and coindices
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The Steiner Wiener index of a graph
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Borderenergetic graphs
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Novel inequalities for generalized graph entropies – Graph energies and topological indices
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Graphs with smallest resolvent Estrada indices
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A forgotten topological index
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The degree resistance distance of cacti
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On Laplacian–energy–like invariant and Kirchhoff index
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Graphs with maximum Laplacian and signless Laplacian Estrada index
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Zagreb indices of transformation graphs and total transformation graphs
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Altan derivatives of graphs
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An exceptional property of the first Zagreb index  
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A case of breakdown of the Pauling bond order concept  
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Topological properties of altan–benzenoid hydrocarbons  
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Ky Fan theorem applied to Randić energy  
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Topological indices of Kragujevac trees  
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Kragujevac trees and their energy  
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Zagreb group indices and beyond
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On Randić energy
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Topological resonance energy 40 years later
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